Use this form for telephone applications to deepen, rework, abandon, or any other proposed procedure on an existing well.

This form becomes a permit when signed and dated by DOGAMI in the box below.

The present condition of the well, including complete casing record, is as follows:

Casing(s): 9-5/8" 36# K-55 ST&C cemented at 420'
           5-1/2" 17# K-55 ST&C cemented at 2,755' (PBT at 2,660')

Perforations: 4 JHPF from 2,318'-2,330'

Tubing Detail: 68 Joints of 2-3/8" 4.7# K-55 EUE 8rd tubing hung open ended with tail at 2,217'

Following is a detailed account of proposed work:

1. Perforate 6 JHPF from 2,310'-2,318'.
2. MIRU swab rig if needed and swab well to initiate flow.